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Geosystems, 7/e fully defines physical geography by offering the latest science in an Earth systems

organization. With its detailed remote sensing imagery, excellent cartography, and photography

alongÃ‚Â side a student-friendly technology package,Ã‚Â theÃ‚Â book offers a one-of-a-kind study

of Physical Geography.  Using the latest in satellite imagery and current statistical information, this

book covers such topics as: the energy-atmosphere system; the water, weather, and climate

systems; the earth-atmosphere interface; and soils, ecosystems, and biomes. Ã‚Â  Ã‚Â  Ã‚Â  Ã‚Â 
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From the very first page, the student is drawn into excitement of contemporary physical geography

and the challenge of exploring the home planet. This text offers a distinctive integration of

human-Earth relationships, an applied flavor, scientific correctness, and extraordinary currency. The

new edition builds on the great success of the first two editions with its thorough, current coverage

of physical geography. Geosystems presents the most up-to-date information about Earth's physical

systems available in an introductory text--all viewed through the spatial analysis approach unique to

physical geography. The text is supported by a superior cartographic and illustration program,

including 210 new photographs, 80 remotely- sensed images, and 75 maps that have been

re-rendered or are new to this edition. --This text refers to the Paperback edition.



Key Benefit: From the very first page, you are drawn into excitement of contemporary physical

geography and the challenge of exploring the home planet. This book offers a distinctive integration

of human-Earth relationships, an applied flavor, scientific correctness, and extraordinary currency.

Key Topics: The new edition builds on the great success of the first two editions with its thorough,

current coverage of physical geography. Geosystems presents the most up-to-date information

about Earth's physical systems &#151;all viewed through the spatial analysis approach unique to

physical geography. The book is supported by a superior cartographic and illustration program,

including 210 new photographs, 80 remotely- sensed images, and 75 maps that have been

re-rendered or are new to this edition. --This text refers to the Paperback edition.

I bought this for a college course in Environmental Science. There are a lot of really nice graphics

and the text is recent, on point, and a great addition to the course material. I have no complaints yet.

I used this book for my Physical Geology (GS101) class and it has just the right amount of visuals

(photos, graphs, diagrams, etc.) for the content of the text. If your professor has a difficult time

getting the information inside your head, this book will help you immensely.

Great copy. A lot of interesting facts and information covering the whole range of geographic topics

from weather, atmosphere and climate to land forms, rivers, earthquakes, deserts and natural

"disasters." I'm taking a college geography course this summer and this book is the basis pretty

much for that entire course. Although tedious at times and unafraid to inject plenty of 'geo-centric'

vernacular, this textbook is a detailed, succinct read perfect for even for the casual college student.

When compared with my library's copy of this book,the seller actually sold the textbook with wrong

page orientation,2 page world map is supposed to show as a whole, instead the book i received has

a world map split into two, I would need to turn the pages.Some other distinct 2 page diagrams are

affected as well.I suppose the printing factory realized they printed it wrongly and decided to sell it

online.

Bought this book for school. good condition.

A professor of Geography at our nearby university recommended Christopherson't classic textbook.

I am an adult learner who wanted to update my knowledge of physical geography. I learned an



immense amount from this book! [I recommend getting the latest edition if you can afford it]. The

book has countless references and links to further resources as well as an accompanying CD.

Accessible to the non-specialist, yet comprehensive.

Great book for my geography class. I enjoyed that it was easy to read and an easy to follow book.

Lots of really great information and definitely taught me a lot that wasn't just memorization but I

really absorbed the material.

Not bad for a book I had to purchase for a class.
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